The following MOSs best align with openings at Advanced Energy

11 Utilities
1142 Engineer Equipment Electrical Systems Technician

28 Ground Electronics Maintenance
2822 Electronic Switching Equipment Technician
2827 Tactical Electronic Reconnaissance Process/Evaluation Systems (TERPES) Technician
2831 AN/TRC-170 Technician
2834 Satellite Communications (SATCOM) Technician
2862 Electronics Maintenance Technician
2871 Test Measurement and Diagnostic Equipment Technician
2881 2M/ATE Technician
2887 Artillery Electronics Technician
2891 Electronics Maintenance Chief

59 Electronics Maintenance
5939 Aviation Communication Systems Technician
5942 Aviation Radar Repairer
5948 Aviation Radar Technician
5952 Air Traffic Control Navigational Aids Technician
5953 Air Traffic Control Radar Technician
5954 Air Traffic Control Communications Technician
5959 Air Traffic Control Systems Maintenance
5979 Tactical Air Operations Module/Air Defense Technician
5993 Electronics Maintenance Chief

63/64 Avionics
6312 Aircraft Communications/Navigation/Radar Systems Technician, AV-8
6313 Aircraft Communications/Navigation/Radar Systems Technician, EA-6
6314 Unmanned Aerial System (UAS) Avionics Technician
6316 Aircraft Communications/Navigation Systems Technician, KC-130
6317 Aircraft Communications/Navigation/Rader Systems Technician, F/A-18
6322 Aircraft Communications/Navigation/Electrical Systems Technician, CH-46
6323 Aircraft Communications/Navigation/Electrical Systems Technician
6324 Aircraft Communications/Navigation/Electrical/Weapon Systems Technician, U/AH-1
6326 Aircraft Communications/Navigation/Electrical/Systems Technician, V-22
6332 Aircraft Electrical Systems Technician, AV-8
6333 Aircraft Electrical Systems Technician, EA-6
6336 Aircraft Electrical Systems Technician, KC-130
6337 Aircraft Electrical Systems Technician, F/A-18
6386 Aircraft Electronic Countermeasures Systems Technician, EA-6B
6391 Avionics Maintenance Chief
6412 Aircraft Communications System Technician, IMA
6413 Aircraft Navigation Systems Technician, IFF/RADAR/TACAN, IMA
6414 Advanced Aircraft Communications/Navigation Systems Technician, IMA
6422 Aircraft Cryptographic Systems Technician, IMA
6423 Aviation Electronic Microminiature/Instrument and Cable Repair Technician, IMA
6432 Aircraft Electrical/Instrument/Flight Control Systems Technician, Fixed Wing, IMA
6434 Advanced Aircraft Electrical/Instrument/Flight Control Systems Technician, IMA
6461 Hybrid Test Set Technician, IMA
6462 Avionics Test Set (ATS) Technician, IMA
6463 CASS HP Configuration Operator/Maintainer/Technician, IMA
6464 Aircraft Inertial Navigation System Technician, IMA
6466 CASS EO Configuration Operator/Maintainer/Technician/IMA
6467 Consolidated Automatic Support System (CASS) Technician, IMA
6469 CASS Test Station IMA Advanced Maintenance Technician, IMA
6482 Aircraft Electronic Countermeasures Systems Technician, Fixed-Wing, IMA
6483 Aircraft Electronic Countermeasures Systems Technician, Helicopter, IMA
6484 CASS EW Configuration Operator/Maintainer/Technician, IMA
6492 Aviation Precision Measurement Equipment/Calibration and Repair Technician, IMA
6493 Aviation Meteorological Equipment Technician, OMA/IMA

80 Miscellaneous Requirements MOSs
8641 Microminiature Repairer -
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